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Handmade Tile is a contemporary guide for ceramic artists and anyone interested in custom
tile installations—from making, designing, and decorating to designing your space and
installation. No matter how many years of experience you have as a ceramic artist or how
many home-improvement projects you've tackled, nothing prepares you for the unique world of
ceramic tile. From concept and design, through firing and installation, ceramic tiling is one of
the few places in a home where art is permanently installed as a feature of a room. In
Handmade Tile, Forrest Lesch-Middelton shares everything he's learned as the founder and
owner of the custom tile business FLM Ceramics and Tile. From his years as a one-man
operation to his current production facility, Forrest has seen it all and helps you every step of
the way. Whether you want to make your own tile, or want to use artistic and custom-made tile
in your home, this book has everything you need. Key features of the book include: Making
Tile: key tools, rolling, cutting, extruding Decorating: glazes, image transfer, cuerda seca,
underglaze, slip Designing Your Space: tile in context, choosing your tile, codes and standards
Installation: removing old tile, backing, preparing surfaces, setting, grouting Galleries and
interviews with today's top workings artists in tile round out the package. Featured artists
include Allison Bloom, Boris Aldridge, Disc Interiors, PV Tile, and more.
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This expanded
editionPhoto
of The Complete
aspect of treehouse building, from choosing a tree and safety considerations to adding interior
furniture and even a zip line. Now featuring two all-new treehouse plans with step-by-step
photo-illustrated instruction. For kids, a treehouse is a room that never has to be cleaned, a
place for muddy shoes and bug jars and adventures real and imagined; a house that you can
paint whenever and however you want, without gaining approval. For adults, it’s a room that
never has to be cleaned, a place for muddy shoes and…well, you get the idea. But best of all a
treehouse is up in a tree. And that’s just cool. Filled with inspiring photos of finished
treehouses and easy-to-follow instructions for building your own, learn with your family
treehouse basics—choosing a tree, planning and design, treehouse safety—followed by building
techniques for: Platforms designed for various tree configurations Framing and finishing walls
and railings Finishing interiors with paneling, shelves, and flip-down tables and bunks Doors,
both classic and in fun shapes Windows, including shutters and pop-ups Building and framing
roofs Modes of access, including ladders, stairs, trap doors, and a fireman’s pole Playthings,
including swings, a zip line, a rock climbing wall, slides, and more You can get started right
away by following the complete plans and step-by-step photos for making your choice of two
popular treehouse designs: an open-air treehouse and a gable house with entry deck. To give
you even more to choose from, you will find fully developed plans for six additional treehouse
types that you can adapt to your particular trees and wishes. Build the treehouse you and your
kids have always dreamed of with BLACK+DECKER The Complete Guide to Treehouses, 2nd
edition.
This comprehensive bible of remodeling information and projects focuses on the significant
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help homeowners
add real value to their homes while bettering their lifestyles.
Unlike other books, The Complete Photo Guide to Home Improvement isn’t diluted with basic
home repairs, but gives readers foolproof instructions on more than 200 blockbuster home
remodeling projects.
BLACK+DECKER™ Home How-To Home Repair provides rich, color step-by-step photos and
instruction for over 50 of the most common household repairs, including wiring and plumbing,
all current with the latest 2019–2020 codes—presented in a new, user-friendly design for
today's homeowners. For more than 30 years, BLACK+DECKER™ has been the leading brand
in home improvement books. BLACK+DECKER™ Home How-To Home Repair still features the
clear, step-by-step photography that this family of books is known for, but the design and
pages have been completely updated to be more open and make sense with how
homeowners—and first-time homeowners, in particular—seek information today. Along with
wiring and plumbing fixes, you will find how-to guidance for other common repairs to walls,
floors, ceilings, windows, and doors.
This exciting new 3rd edition of the bestselling title, Black & Decker Complete Guide to Sheds
has the perfect plan for anyone who is building his or her own backyard shed. The most
popular plans from previous editions are preserved, from small garage-style sheds with
overhead doors, to kit sheds, to contemporary utility sheds with a dramatic flair. This new
edition delves into new styles that are drawing strong interest today, including tiny sheds,
miniature tool sheds, and even small habitable sheds that are designed to function mostly as a
quiet retreat for practicing a particular hobby or activity. As with all of the hardworking, practical
sheds from earlier editions, the new varieties include full-color step by step photos, complete
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lists, and clear how-to instructions. Shed-building, like any
other building process, starts with good techniques. That's why the general skills section has
been updated and improved. With this complete guide, you can build just about any shed you
dream of. Plus, you'll find information on new tools and products that will make your project go
faster and more smoothly. Rounded out with helpful information on important considerations
like siting and zoning, Black & Decker Complete Guide to Sheds 3rd Edition truly is a complete
guide to this very popular DIY activity.
Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Patios gets a fresh update with the latest products,
even more projects, and all-new photos. With all of the DIY-friendly products for backyard
building available today, the only reason not to build your own patio or walkway is that you
don’t know how. That’s about to change. In Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Patios
(3rd Edition), the expert editors of Cool Springs Press arm you with thorough, comprehensive
information for virtually any patio or walkway undertaking you can think of. An extensive
materials and design section helps you wrap your head around all the upfront planning, and
the over 30 step-by-step patio, walkway, and landscape projects within are illustrated with
detailed, brand-new photographs to guide your progress along the way. Whether you prefer
more traditional materials—interlocking blocks and pavers, poured concrete, flagstone, loose
gravel and mulch—or you want to be on the cutting edge of the industry with new artificial
pavers, geogrid synthetics, and pervious concrete, we’ve diligently updated this guide to
include it all. Finished with a new ending chapter that shows you how to fully customize your
DIY patio or walkway, the inspiration inside Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Patios
perfectly aligns with all the needs of today’s do-it-yourself homeowner.
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to do all of Photo
your own
home repairs with this comprehensive, visual guidebook!
When something breaks in your house, finding and hiring an expensive repairman shouldn't be
the only option for homeowners. Next time your faucet springs a leak or that bedroom
doorknob punches a hole in your drywall, fix it yourself with help from The Complete Photo
Guide to Home Repair: a one-volume encyclopedia of do-it-yourself fixes that will save you
money, time, and frustration. With 350 projects offering clear instructions and over 2,000
photos to guide you through common repairs, The Complete Photo Guide to Home Repair is
your one-stop DIY manual. Formatted in a compact size and arranged by general subject
matter, this comprehensive book includes directions for repairing the primary trouble spots:
plumbing, wiring, windows and doors, flooring, furnaces, water heaters, wall coverings, and
more. You'll find lists of necessary tools as well as expert tips. A few of the repairs covered
include: Repairing water damaged walls and ceilings Removing wall and ceiling surfaces
Installing entry doors Repairing gutters Staining siding Replacing a water heater Quieting noisy
pipes Replacing a toilet Troubleshooting home wiring Home codes change often; that's why
this fourth edition of The Complete Photo Guide to Home Repair has been scrupulously
updated to conform to the most recent guidelines for plumbing, wiring, and structural and
mechanical systems. No other handbook of home repairs can make such a claim. When you
flip open this book, you're getting the most up-to-date advice available.
"Features do-it-yourself information on everything from painting and trimwork to slipcovers and
window treatments"--Provided by publisher.

"Clear, step-by-step instructions with full-color photography show how to accomplish
the most common home repair, maintenance and improvement tasks. A complete
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for jobs
that cover every part of the home, including electrical,
plumbing, flooring, walls, windows and doors, kitchens, bathrooms, cabinetry, garages,
basements, and exteriors"-Homemade soaps, scrubs, salves, lotions, and other bath and body products have
been popping up all over the places from craft fairs to Etsy and it's no surprise why.
Soap making is a fun and creative hobby that you can do right in the comfort of your
own kitchen. Want to learn how? Look no further. The Complete Photo Guide to Soap
Making is an A-Z primer on all things soap making. Written by About.com soap making
expert David Fisher, this easy-to-use book will guide you through everything you need
to know from necessary ingredients, tools, and safety requirements to soap making
methods, including: melt and pour, hand milling, cold process, and hot process. You'll
be a pro in no time! Each of the chapters focuses on a specific method, demonstrating
basic process, decorative techniques, recipes, and related products such as scrubs,
bath bombs, and liquid soaps. You'll also find a section on how to formulate original
recipes, plus guidance on storage and ideas for packaging to impress your friends,
family, and maybe even customers! So grab your creativity and some great ingredients
and let's get started.
Get ready to be self-sufficient. Whether tackling the garden, raising animals, learning
more about alternative energy, or bettering your storage and preservation, Step-byStep Projects for Self-Sufficiency is the perfect starting point. Step-by-step instructions
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projects are more fun (and generally easier) when you approach them with helpful
aides and tools you made yourself. Projects in this new volume include: -A portable
chicken ark -Two types of beehives -Solar cookers -Firewood storage -A potato growing
box -Hoophouses and greenhouses -Raised planting beds -Rainbarrels -A cider press
-Compost bins -Drying racks With its clear plan drawings, precise instructions and
detailed photos, Step-by-step Projects for Self Sufficiency makes DIY easier than ever.
Building a major addition to your house can take over your life or drain your bank
account if you aren’t fully prepared with top-notch information. The Complete Guide to
Room Additions is both an insurance policy for dealing with contractors and a planning
guide that arms homeowners with vital information about the remodeling process. But it
also is much more than that: it’s a hardworking how-to manual filled with hundreds of
photos that show you the hammer-and-nail details that go into these major projects.
From garage conversions to kitchen bump-pout expansions, dormer additions and
more, this book will be an indispensable tool for any project that adds new square
footage to your home’s footprint.
The new, 5th edition of BLACK+DECKER Advanced Home Wiring does more than
simply make incremental changes to match new national electrical codes. It includes
several never-before-seen projects that will challenge even the most experienced home
DIYer. Some of these include: a step-by-step demonstration of the right way to wire a
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and how they impact traditional wiring configurations; new information on weatherproof
boxes and conduit; a primer on three-phase power; and a guide to 240-volt circuitry that
eliminates all the confusion. These are higher-level projects, but ones that offer high
rewards when they are done right. The latest home wiring products and techniques are
also featured in this new edition. If you already have a good understanding of the
basics of home wiring and electrical systems, this is the book you need to take your
game to the next level.
Bigger and better than ever The two previous editions of the book known by home
improvement retailers as “Big Red” sold nearly 600,000 copies. This new edition
features a larger portrait format for better visual clarity, and incorporates a new page
layout style. But all the features that made the original America’s best-selling “bible” of
home repair are still present here—thousands of color photographs and detailed step-bystep directions. The third edition also includes more than 30 projects not found in the
original edition, as well as more than 300 new photos.
The Complete Photo Guide to Perfect Fitting is the ultimate reference for fitting test
garments and transferring accurate adjustments to patterns. No matter what size or
shape you are, wearing garments that fit perfectly makes you look and feel better.
Rather than making commonly accepted changes to a commercial pattern, the method
presented in this guide focuses on the way a test garment fits the body. The fabric is
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fit, and then those specific changes are made to the
pattern. The result: patterns that fit perfectly! With The Complete Photo Guide to
Perfect Fitting, you'll learn: The importance of a fitting axis and how to use it during a
fitting How to recognize fitting issues, such as drag lines and folds How to manipulate
fabric to solve common and unusual fitting problems How to transfer the fitting changes
to your pattern easily Basic pattern-making skills to ensure accurate alterations See the
fitting process from start to finish on basic garments, fitted on real people. Then follow
fitting solutions on different body types. Hundreds of large color photos illustrate the
techniques and concepts in simple step-by-step instructions. With these lessons, you
will get the perfect fit for any body.
The most complete book on the market for homeowners, the BLACK+DECKER The
Book of Home How-To Revised and Updated offers current, full color step-by-step
photographic instruction for thousands of home repair and home maintenance jobs.
Written and compiled by the knowledgeable editors at Cool Springs Press—recognized
experts in DIY home improvement and maintenance with more than thirty years of
experience in home improvement and hundreds of best-selling books under the
BLACK+DECKER brand—this is DIY instruction you can trust. BLACK+DECKER The
Book of Home How-to Revised and Updated is the ultimate reference for maintaining
any type of home, from a small apartment to a mega mansion. This book is the most
essential tool in any homeowner's belt, providing expert know-how on how to repair
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in easy,
accessible
how-to instructions and clear photos on every page. With an expanded index that is
incredibly intuitive and a simple, alphabetical strategy for organizing the information,
you won't spend precious time wading through stuff you don't need to know. Finding
first-rate information on home care has never been easier, and all the most common
tasks around your home are covered—including: Electrical Plumbing Flooring Walls
Windows and doors Cabinetry Insulating Heating and cooling Roofing and siding And
that's just scratching the surface. Just about any repair or remodeling project you can
imagine is right here, at your fingertips.

Reliable, up-to-date information on exterior and interior do-it-yourself home
repairs, including a complete section on heating, ventilation, and air conditioning.
1800+ color photos.
A single blueprint for a garage, gazebo or shed can cost a consumer far more
than the cost of this book. With more than 50 detailed plans with complete
instructions, this book offers an amazing value for homeowners. More than 1,000
color photos and detailed, step-by-step instructions leave nothing to chance,
allowing homeowners to easily save thousands of dollars, even if they only build
one or two projects. This definitive book will be a treasured resource for years.
DIVThe best DIY wiring book on the market . . . six times
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over./divDIV/divDIVBlack & Decker The Complete Guide to Wiring has led the
pack as the United Statesâ€™ best-selling consumer wiring book for more than a
decade now, with previous editions selling over one million copies collectively.
Simply put, you wonâ€™t find a more complete and up-to-date book on home
wiring: from basic skillsâ€”including an overview of electricity and wiring safety;
wire, cable, and conduits; boxes and panels; switches; and receptaclesâ€”to
foolproof circuit maps for 30 common wiring set-ups and step-by-step
walkthroughs of every essential home wiring and electrical repair project, this
book teaches you everything you need to know. Now in its sixth edition, it has
most importantly been updated to comply with 2014â€“2017 National Electric
Codes, but in addition, nearly 1,000 accompanying photos offer up-to-date
depictions of modern materials and fixtures. Complete with the most current
wiring information available today, and presented in our long-renowned, fully
illustrated how-to format, Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Wiring (6th
Edition) guarantees youâ€™ll never be caught in the dark./div
The only book you need to achieve the bathroom of your dreams - complete with
information on remodeling your bathroom with an eye toward living safely and
comfortably in your home as you age.
"Includes information on installing and updating all areas of a kitchen, including
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cabinets, countertops, flooring, lighting and appliances"--Provided by publisher.
The most complete home improvement manual on the market, this newly
updated edition of Ultimate Guide to Home Repair and Improvement offers
thousands of photos, 800 drawings, and understandable, practical text. Readers
will find essential instruction on plumbing and electrical repairs, heating and
cooling, roofing and siding, cabinets and countertops, and more. Information is
also provided on tools, materials, and basic skills, plus 325 step-by-step DIY
projects with how-to photo sequences. The Ultimate Guide to Home Repair and
Improvement also includes a remodeling guide and a resource guide. Top to
bottom, inside and out, this is the single, ultimate resource book for home
projects and repairs. New edition includes current code updates and changes, as
well as information on USB outlets, AFCI/GFCI breakers, and tankless water
heaters.
BLACK+DECKER The Complete Guide to DIY Greenhouses contains building
plans, information, and tips to help you build and run your own greenhouse from
the ground up. Laser-focused on building greenhouses for the home gardener,
it's the most complete title on DIY greenhouses you'll find anywhere. Featuring
full-color step-by-step photos and comprehensive how-to instructions, the book
features full plans for structures that are designed to extend the gardening
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season. From ornate, Victorian style greenhouses to basic cold frames, you're
sure to find a project that meets your needs and fits your space. In this new
edition, you'll find several new plans to expand the range of options, including a
geodesic-dome greenhouse, a custom greenhouse with a fieldstone foundation,
more kit greenhouses, and even a super-efficient greenhouse built completely
from upcycled building materials- the greenest greenhouse you'll find!
BLACK+DECKER The Complete Guide to DIY Greenhouses gives an updated
look at new materials and products, along with tips for siting and orienting, helps
you make good design choices. Complete sections on heaters, ventilation and
watering systems show you how to set up and operate your greenhouse for
maximum benefit. Building a greenhouse, even a relatively complex "stick-built"
style is a surprisingly easy DIY project and one that is sure to delight any
gardener in your family.
BLACK+DECKER has home improvement covered with the ultimate
indoor/outdoor DIY book set. This handsome two-volume boxed set offers
something truly amazing: a complete indoor/outdoor reference library for do-ityourselfers in a single compact and affordable package. Boasting 1,160 pages of
detailed how-to instructions and photos, this go-to information source has the
answer to any home improvement question you may have, from fixing home
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wiring to showing you how to build a treehouse. The set contains two of the
bestselling books from the experts at BLACK+DECKER, the most trusted DIY
brand. The Book of Home How-To is a 600-page workhorse of a book that covers
virtually every home repair or improvement, from wiring and plumbing to
cabinetry and carpentry. The companion book, The Complete Outdoor Builder,
takes you outdoors and shows you, in clear step-by-step photos, how to
accomplish just about any exterior DIY project, from building decks and sheds to
installing fences and garden ponds. Together, this set is the best, most complete
one-two DIY punch you will find anywhere.
A home's yard and landscape, once considered purely ornamental or utilitarian, is
now regarded as space where we can enjoy many activities important to life:
relaxing in solitude or entertaining a crowds; enjoying a family meal or pursuing a
leisurely personal hobby. No matter what your goals, The Complete Photo Guide
to Outdoor Home Improvement shows how to get the very most out of your
outdoor home. It includes more than 150 complete projects; some aimed at
creating beauty, others at improving the function of various spaces, but all
dedicated to making your landscape more enjoyable for you and your family.
Book jacket.
All the do-it-yourself information you need for your home repairs.
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BLACK+DECKER The Book of Home How-To is easy to search through, even
easier to use. The editors at Cool Springs Press know a thing or two about DIY
home improvement and maintenance; we've been writing about it for the past
quarter-century, and we have more than a few bestsellers under our tool belts.
Until now, there's been one thing missing: an ultimate, fully-loaded, reference
book for every home project you can dream of; the compilation of our
longstanding expertise; the home how-to book to crush all others. The good news
doesn't stop there; BLACK+DECKER The Book of Home How-To is designed to
reflect the way we search for information today. You won't find chapters or long,
boring introductions, or even a table of contents. This book is an A-to-Z
encyclopedia with precise how-to instructions and clear photos packed onto
every page. With an expanded index that is incredibly intuitive and a simple,
alphabetical strategy for organizing the information, you won't spend precious
time wading through stuff you don't need to know. Finding first-rate information
on home care has never been easier, and all the most common tasks around
your home are covered--including: Electrical Plumbing Flooring Walls Windows
and doors Cabinetry Insulating Heating and cooling Roofing and siding And that's
just scratching the surface. Just about any repair or remodeling project you can
imagine is right here, at your fingertips.
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BLACK+DECKER's latest edition of the best-selling home-improvement book in
North America for more than a decade is completely updated to conform to
2017–2020 national electrical codes. For more than ten years, BLACK+DECKER
The Complete Guide to Wiring has been the best-selling home wiring manual in
North America. Now with more than two million copies in print, this is the home
reference book more DIYers choose than any other for many reasons. As the
most current wiring book on the market, you can be confident that your projects
will meet national writing codes. You’ll also spend more time on your project and
less time scratching your head thanks to more than 800 clear color photos and
over 40 diagrams that show you exactly what you need to know about home
electrical service; all the most common circuits, all the most-needed techniques,
all the most essential tools and materials. The information in this book has been
created and reviewed by professional electricians under the watchful eye of the
experts at BLACK+DECKER. You can find plenty of articles and videos about
wiring online or in other publications, but only The Complete Guide to Wiring has
passed the rigorous test to make it part of The Best DIY Series from the Brand
You Trust.
Nothing says quality and luxury like a custom built-in storage unit, and no project
offers greater satisfaction and cost savings than a DIY built-in project. This
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detailed DIY book gives complete illustrated instructions for dozens of must-have
built-in projects, including window seats, home theater units, buffed cabinets, and
bathroom storage units.
Find more than 150 projects for building custom decks, patios, fences, sheds,
and more! From building a new deck to creating a garden pathway, the great
outdoors is the most popular place for homeowners to showcase their creativity
and skill. With more than 150 outdoor building projects shown with step-by-step
photography, Complete Outdoor Builder has a project for anyone, guaranteed to
improve your yard. This updated and redesigned book is now available with a
handsome hardcover, and it's sure to find a permanent place on the shelf of
anyone who wants to create and maintain a beautiful outdoor living space. The
Complete Outdoor Builder includes a wide range of projects and appeals to all
skill levels. Building decks and patios are among the most popular categories for
outdoor construction, and you'll find all the techniques and skills--as well as
complete lists of tools and materials required--to design and build your own.
Complete Outdoor Builder also offers plans and revamped photography for more
than a dozen designs that you can replicate or use as inspiration for a custom
project. Designed, built, and photographed by professionals, the fun projects in
this book also have the stamp of approval from Black & Decker(r), the most
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trusted name in DIY tools and equipment. Roll up your sleeves; it's time to build
something great.
The Complete Photo Guide to Wiring is BLACK+DECKER's eighth edition of the
best-selling home improvement book in North America for more than a decade,
now completely updated to conform to 2021-2024 National Electrical Code.
Provides step-by-step instructions for the do-it-yourselfer on how to build such
backyard or garden structures as patios, decks and porches, fences, walls,
pathways, sheds and outbuildings, and accessories.
New help for new homeowners Homeowners who are ready to remodel, just
moving in, or ready to tackle their first DIY repair will find Black & Decker The
Complete Photo Guide for New Homeowners indispensable. Filled with easy-tofollow projects for all of the most common repairs and installations homeowners
confront, this is the essential guide for readers with little to no do-it-yourself
experience. This book is carefully tailored for the needs of homeowners new to
the art of home repair and maintenance. Each section includes an overview of
the topic; including information on common tools and materials, overall house
systems, and how to evaluate different situations. Then specific projects start
with a list of common terms and a photographed list of the tools and materials
needed for the project at hand. Detailed, step-by-step photo instructions follow.
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A modern
twist on a Photo
nostalgic
favorite Nothing says elegant, genteel living like a well
built, well appointed porch or sunroom. The Complete Guide to Porches & Patio Rooms
offers design advice and easy-to-follow, concise instructions for adding living spaces
that bring the indoors and outdoors together in delightful ways. In addition to offering
hundreds of inspirational ideas, the book provides thorough plans and photo directions
for six versatile, flexible architectural projects. For the 500,000 homeowners now
building sunrooms each year, this book explores the most popular functions and then
offers step-by-step instructions to design and build those specific spaces. For example,
an open porch can be used for social gatherings, as a sheltered outdoor cooking space,
or simply be added simply to improve a home’s curb appeal. A sunroom can serve as a
full room addition to a home, complete with protective walls, ceilings, and electrical
service; can serve as an indoor garden space for green living plants; or could be put
into service as a music conservatory for an elegant grand piano. This book is an
indispensable source of information on planning, designing, and building the addition of
your dreams, from digging foundations to final decorating.
Be inspired by new design and follow the latest codes as you custom build the deck of
your dreams! Architecture, building codes, and design are not static; they change
constantly. That's why there's a new edition of the bestselling Black & Decker: The
Complete Guide to Decks, incorporating updates to national building codes, as well as
new developments in building materials and design. Calling attention to composite
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well as other PVC products made from recycled plastic, the
new materials systems featured in this book are environmentally friendly, easy to work
with, rot resistant, and very low maintenance. Whether you opt for manufactured deck
products or wood, the success of your project depends upon a sturdy deck
undercarriage. Accomplishing this isn't difficult, but building the framework requires that
you have the latest information on building codes. In recent years, these codes have
changed significantly, affecting everything from post diameter to allowable joist hangers
to railing height and even the size of concrete footings. Black & Decker: The Complete
Guide to Decks is the only DIY deck book that's fully updated to conform to the latest
codes. Chapters covered in the book include: Deck Planning & Design Deck Materials
& Tools Structural Support Decking Stairs Railings Accessories Finishing & Maintaining
Your Deck Custom Deck Projects Gallery of Inspiring Decks Black & Decker: The
Complete Guide to Decks offers complete step-by-step photos and instructions, so
even homeowners with limited DIY experience are assured of a deck that meets their
needs. So, don't wait any longer; build the deck of your dreams and start enjoying it!
Creating extra living space affordably has never been easier. This book shows dozens
of different uses for basement spaces, then shows readers exactly how to accomplish
each task. Painstakingly clear photos leave nothing to the imagination, as they teach
consumers exactly how to handle modern materials and tools to add an extra
bathroom, a family room, bedroom, home office, or game room to their homes.
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The bestComplete
home insurance
you can buy The single worst enemy to any home is
the weather. Even tiny breaches in a home’s exterior can lead to thousands of dollars
in damage if water invades walls and ceilings. To protect families and guard
investments, this book provides all the information homeowners need in order to
maintain, repair, and install all types of roofing, siding, and trim. Roofing and siding
installations professionals will also find this to be an indispensable source of state-ofthe art information. The Complete Guide To Roofing, Siding & Trim covers all traditional
materials, from traditional wood lap siding, brick, concrete block, stucco, stone veneer
and wooden shakes, to vinyl, raised metal roofing, and cementitious sidings. Important
new tends in materials, like EPDM, architectural, fully bonded selvedge edge and
pyramid shingles, are also discussed. In addition to complete installation information,
the book includes comprehensive methods for repairing problems with existing
surfaces, as well as routine finishing and refinishing information.
BLACK+DECKER™ Home How-To Outdoor Building is jam-packed with popular
projects for better backyard living. From building an attached wood deck or a patio to
designing and creating a shed or pergola, you'll see exactly how to get the job done in
this illustrated guidebook. Complete plans, including technical illustrations and even
cutting and shopping lists, will lead you through the building process, punctuated by
clear step-by-step photographs and how-to descriptions. If you value entertaining,
recreating, or growing vegetables and flowers in your own yard, you will find everything
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projects are all selected based on more than 30 years of publishing BLACK+DECKER™
books for the home DIYer. The most requested and most frequently chosen backyard
projects are all included. Among them are: Attached wood deck Patios of multiple types
Greenhouses Sheds Raised planting beds Pergolas and trellises Garden walls And
more! If you are ready to up your backyard game, Outdoor Building is just the spark you
need to get started.
The most complete book on the market for homeowners, the BLACK+DECKER The
Book of Home How-To, Updated 2nd Edition offers current, full color step-by-step
photographic instruction for thousands of home repair and home maintenance jobs.
Written and compiled by the knowledgeable editors at Cool Springs Press—recognized
experts in DIY home improvement and maintenance with more than thirty years of
experience in home improvement and hundreds of best-selling books under the
BLACK+DECKER brand—this is DIY instruction you can trust. BLACK+DECKER The
Book of Home How-to, Updated 2nd Edition is the ultimate reference for maintaining
any type of home, from a small apartment to a mega mansion. This book is the most
essential tool in any homeowner's belt, providing expert know-how on how to repair
almost anything in easy, accessible instruction. This A-to-Z encyclopedia offers precise
how-to instructions and clear photos on every page. With an expanded index that is
incredibly intuitive and a simple, alphabetical strategy for organizing the information,
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you won't
spend precious
wading through stuff you don't need to know. Finding
first-rate information on home care has never been easier, and all the most common
tasks around your home are covered—including: Electrical Plumbing Flooring Walls
Windows and doors Cabinetry Insulating Heating and cooling Roofing and siding And
that's just scratching the surface. Just about any repair or remodeling project you can
imagine is right here, at your fingertips.
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